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Prepare to spend less time 
making more money.
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Greater productivity with greater economy 
doesn’t have to be a stretch.

it’s where the action is. And, it’s quite often where the success 
or failure of a foodservice organization is determined. So, when 
it comes to your food prep area, you need to create a system 
that is designed for productivity and creativity, convenience 
and cleanliness, durability and versatility.

While our competitors offer fabricated systems that are neither 
adaptable nor adjustable to your needs, SPG offers you a better 
solution. in fact, we offer you more and better choices than 
anyone, including:

     •  Wire workstations that are the strongest in their class— 
our 60” shelves are rated to support 1,250 lbs.

     •  Workstations that come in our exclusive Gold Bond®  
and Grey Bond® finishes that fight corrosion and feature  
a powerful antimicrobial agent

     •  our Freestyle™ cantilever prep station eliminates posts 
and can be expanded side-by-side to add components  
and increase productivity

     •  SPG offers an industry-leading selection of stainless steel 
work and prep stations, including our Adjustable ergonomic 
Table that raises and lowers the surface height to match the 
size of your individual staff members and the task at hand

     •  Plus, equipment stands, wall shelves, cabinets, floor troughs, 
sinks and essential accessories to create the ideal food 
prep operation

To learn more, contact us today. 
877.503.4SPG (4774)
spgusa.com

SPG can customize our 
equipment in any material and 

to your unique size requirements.  
Contact us today for details.

Most SPG products meet nSF standards. 
For specific items, visit www.nsf.org
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ISS Wire  
Food Prep Station

ISS Wall Trax™  
Wall Storage System 

Universal Stainless Steel  
Floor Trough

Kelmax Mixing  
Bowl Dolly

Universal Stainless Steel  
Poly Top Table

Kelmax Aluminum Universal Cart

Universal Stainless Steel Cabinet

Freestyle™ Prep StationKelmax Equipment Stand

Universal Stainless Steel  
Adjustable Ergonomic Table

our stainless steel hand sinks can help you really clean up.
Because cleanliness and sanitation are more important than ever in food preparation, SPG offers you a 
wide array of hand sinks.

   •  Choose from Standard Series 20 Gauge deep drawn bowl or 16 Gauge Type 300 stainless steel
   •  Sinks include faucets, basket drains, and wall brackets   
   •  Styles include standard hand sinks, skirted sinks, models with electronic eye faucets, splash 

on right, left or both sides, soap and towel dispensers above or below
   •  A wide array of accessories is also available
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You can always Expect More from SPG. With a tradition for manufacturing excellence that 
goes back more than half a century, SPG not only brings you the most comprehensive lineup 
of storage equipment, but also the best one.

Our lines include the finest names in the storage industry: AMCO, Freestyle, ISS, Kelmax, LPI 
and Universal Stainless.  And while each offers a unique array of equipment, they all share 
certain traits—like quality, value, durability, efficiency and profitability.

In addition to food prep solutions, SPG can provide a complete selection of storage products 
for every foodservice application:

Today, your customers expect more from you than ever before, that’s why you can always  
Expect More from SPG. So, if you want to save time, effort and expense, all while increasing 
profits and productivity, put SPG to work for you. 

Visit spgusa.com to download our complete foodservice catalog.

When it comes to foodservice equipment, 
no one offers you a bigger menu than SPG.

SPG International, LLC 
11230 Harland Drive NE 
Covington, GA  30014

To learn more, contact us today. 
877.503.4SPG (4774)    
spgusa.com


